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mediums, sages, priests, and so on. By running a (Bourdieusian) social distinction model on a computational system, the reality of art markets is augmented to a model of reality. In accordance, the ISCA algorithm encodes a chain of inferences made by contemporary art experts, financial analysts, and critical theorists. But in the end there is no better predictor of taste than the habits of anointed tastemakers.
As contemporary art markets become increasingly gamified, the more adept the ISCA algorithm becomes in modelling detailed production plans for art that can successfully enter the market flow. In its second phase, ISCA will deploy a production plan for contemporary art products to be sold under the ISCA imprimatur. But like any other creative expression, algorithmic art requires interpretation -a human touch. Authorship and individuality are key factors for quantifying artistic value. Collectors expect it. So, just about all ISCA production will be outsourced. A crowd-working system will hire technicians marked by the highest reputational rankings: painters, welders, but also coders and 3D designers. Luckily there is a large labor pool to draw from. Most art schools have turned vocational.
Contemporary art is not only an alternative currency but the currency to drive an alternative. Once ISCA has gathered adequate symbolic capital from a reputation garnered through its disruptive institutional model, it will transition-up to the role of gatekeeper, setting a premium on in-house contemporary art products. Revenue from these activities will bootstrap the third and culminating phase of ISCA's institutional plan: a think-tank and space for the production of knowledge that can eclipse the inherited stasis of contemporary art. ISCA is a cybernetic system, which will train the heart and the mind. The goal of automating contemporary art is to ultimately become emancipated from it.
The ISCA will be advanced under the umbrella of Contemporary.Institute, where its institutional framework can be enhanced through collaboration with others working on the problem of contemporary art. Please visit our website Contemporary.Institute for updates.
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